
Computation of Isomorphism Classes of /»-Groups

By Rodney James and John Cannon

Abstract, p-groups may be classified by splitting the groups up into classes having

the same commutator relations (isoclinism classes) and then determining the non-

isomorphic groups in each class. This paper reduces the problem of determining the

isomorphism classes to that of finding the equivalence classes of a set of matrices

under some equivalence relation. A computer is used to find the equivalence classes

for the first few values of p, and these are then used as a guide for finding the

solution for general p. |

1. Introduction. Occasionally the solution of a research problem in algebra gives

rise to large amounts of straightforward calculations of either a numerical or non-

numerical nature. Sometimes the amount of calculation is so large as to preclude

the solution of the problem. In such situations it is natural to consider the use of a

computer and it is often surprising how much can be accomplished with the ex-

penditure of relatively little programming effort. Such a computation, arising out

of the problem of classifying the groups of order p6 (2 < p), is described here.

The groups of order pn On iï 5) have been known for some time. These may all

be found in a paper of Schreier [6] in which he determined the groups of order p5

for the first time. Recently a catalogue of the groups of order 2n On ^ 6) has been

published by Hall and Senior [3]. The usual method of classifying the groups of

order pn is to divide them into mutually exclusive families [isoclinism families] and

to determine all the isomorphism classes of groups in each family separately. Easter-

field [2] has found the isoclinism families of groups of order p6 (2 < p) and written

down the groups for 10 of the 43 isoclinism families. James [5] has redetermined the

isoclinism families for p6 (2 < p), written down the groups for 42 of the 43 families

and found an expression for the number of groups of order p6 (2 < p).

This paper describes how, for p-groups, isomorphism classes of groups may be

computed for each isoclinism family. We first show how the isomorphism classes of

groups for each isoclinism family may be characterised by an equivalence relation

on a set of matrices. The equivalence relation corresponding to each isoclinism

family is found and a computer is used to calculate the equivalence classes for the

first few primes p. Using these results as a guide one then attempts to write down

equivalence class representatives for general p. Given an equivalence class repre-

sentative one can immediately write down a set of generators and relations for the

corresponding isomorphism class of groups.

2. Determination of the Equivalence Relations. Two groups G, G' with centres

Z, Z' and derived groups H2, H2, respectively, are said to be isoclinic [4] if the

following three properties hold :

(a) G/ZSéGP/Z';
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(b) H2^H2';

(c) for a, ß G G and a', ß' G G', there exist isomorphisms (a), (b) such that,

if a'Z', ß'Z' correspond to aZ, ßZ in (a) then the commutator (a', ß') corresponds

to the commutator (a, ß) in (b).

As we are not concerned here with the determination of isoclinism families,

we shall not say anything further about it. The interested reader is referred to the

paper by P. Hall [4]. Easterfield [2] has determined all the isoclinism families which

contain groups of order p6 (2 < p).

For a given isoclinism family, the method of finding the isomorphism classes is

essentially the same as that used by Blackburn [1] in determining p-groups of

maximal class. We now give details of the method. Let G, G' (with centres Z, Z'

respectively) be two isoclinic p-groups. By (a), (b) and (c) we may suppose without

loss of generality that G and G' have the same relations modulo their centres and

the same commutator relations. Thus, writing j; for the m-tuple (£i, £2, • ■ •, £m) and

wi%) for a word in £1, £2, • • •, £«, we may write

G = (ah a2, • ■ ■, am, Z)    for ai, a2, ■ ■ ■, am G G

and

G' = (ai', a»', ■■■, aA, Z')    for a/, «,', ■••,«.'60'

where wi«) = 1 (mod Z) if and only if wia') = 1 (mod Z') and io'(a) = 1 if and

only if w'(a') = 1 for all commutator words w'.

If G = G' and 8 is an isomorphism mapping G' onto G, then Z ~ Z' and we may

write

Z = (71, 72, • • •, 7»)    for 71, 72, • • •, 7» G Z ,

Z' = <7i', 72', • • -, 7»')    for 71', 72', • ■ -, 7»' G Z',

where the order of y,- equals the order of 7/ and each 7,- commutes with every ele-

ment of G and each 7/ with every element of G'. Also, since G = G', yfSi = wo(a)

if and only if y/pS' = Woia') where tuo is a commutator word.

The only relations for G which have not been determined are those of the form

wia) — 7iai72<12 • • • ynan

which we write more briefly wia) = y". Since G/H2 is abelian, this reduces to

equations of the form

(1) at ' = Wiia)ySl

where u>i(a) G H2, yai G Z and i = 1,2 ■ • • m.

For convenience, we may suppose that no term of wi(a) is an element of H2 (~\ Z.

Since G/Z _^ G'/Z', we have (where ai*, a2*, • • •, a™* are the parameters of G')

(1)' a/pri = Wiia'W*' .

Since 8 : G' —* G is an isomorphism, we may write

G = («!*, «2*,  ■ • •, aA, Z),        Z = (y*, y*, ■ ■ •, y*) ,

where
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(2) at* = dia/) = azi        (modtf2Z)

(where i — 1, 2 ■ • • m),

(3) yj* = 0(7/) =yyi        ij= 1,2, ...,») .

y* commutes with every element of G and

(4) y?* = Woia) ,        yfplS = Woia*) .

Equations (1) and (4), together with the relations mod Z, the commutator rela-

tions and the structure of the abelian group Z are the defining relations for the

group G.

Using (2) and (3), Eq. (4) yields

/r-\ /   yi\Ps' Í   *1       *2 I».
(5) (Y T    = Wo(tt   , a     • • • a    )

giving a restriction on xh x2, • • •, x„,    yu y2, • • •, yn.

Also under the isomorphism 8, (1)' becomes

(1)* ai*pTi = iüi(a*)T*a,'\

From (2) we get

ai*"ri= aprixii^odH2)

= aA^ ■ ■ - afixii ■ ■ ■ afixin (modtf2)

(where Xi,- is the jth component of the vector x,-)

= aAixii ■ ■ ■ yXii\ ■ ■ ■ afixin imoàH2)

= T/(a° (mod#2)

for some function/(a,), since yBi does not occur as any afrixu ij 5^ i) and the term

involving H2 in (2) is independent of a¿.

Similarly, using (3) we obtain

r**¿*= yp('»i*.V.---,V>

for some function g. Thus, by comparing indices of each y,- on the left- and right-

hand sides of (1)* we obtain a set of equations expressing the a*'s in terms of the

a's with restrictions on the variables Xi, x2, • • •, xm, yi, y2, • • -, y„ given by (5). It

may be verified that this system of equations actually defines an equivalence rela-

tion on the parameters a; and so on the set of matrices A = (ai, • ■ ■, am).

Thus the isomorphism classes of an isoclinism family may be considered to

correspond to equivalence classes of such matrices. For p-groups, the calculation

of the isomorphism classes is simplified as the matrices are usually over GFip).

However, the case of nonregular p-groups must be treated separately from the case

of regular p-groups because of complications in calculating the ia*)p.

3. Programming. For each isoclinism family of the groups of order pn, such an

equivalence relation is derived. One then requires a representative from each equiva-

lence class of matrices for general p. If the solution is not obvious, a computer is

used to calculate the equivalence classes for the first few values of p. Using the
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equivalence class representatives found by the computer for the first few values

of p, it is usually (but not always) a simple matter to write down equivalence class

representatives for general p.

The matrices A generally consist of all m X n matrices over GFip) and may

easily be generated in some order. As each new A is generated, all its distinct trans-

forms under the equivalence relation are found and placed in a stack Si. In this

stack the matrix coefficients are packed several to a word. This set of matrices is

the equivalence class containing A and so an equivalence class representative is

chosen and printed. Now the matrices in Si are transferred to a stack S2 containing

all matrices which have occurred in any equivalence class already found. Now the

whole process is repeated with the first matrix A that does not occur in S2. If the

computation runs out of store it tries to obtain more by deleting from S2 all matrices

coming before the present A. For some isoclinism families, the number of A's to be

considered is reduced because of certain conditions the A's most satisfy.

Using a 32K English Electric KDF9 it was found possible to calculate the

equivalence classes for the primes up to and including 23 in a reasonable time.

4. An Example. We now give an example to illustrate how the equivalence rela-

tion for a particular isoclinism family is found. We shall consider one of the families

of groups of order p5. For this particular family, the groups are nonregular for

p = 3 and regular for p > 3. So the case p = 3 must be treated separately from

the case p > 3. Only the case p = 3 will be treated here.

This family will now be defined for p = 3. The groups G of order 36 in this family

are generated by two elements «i, a2 satisfying the following conditions:

If (a, b) — a~lb~^ab is the commutator of a and b, we have

(«x, a.) = ß,    iß, ai) = ßi G ZOG) ,    iß, «,) = ß2 G ZiG)

and

ß3 = ßi  = ß2  = 1 ,    ai3 G ZiG) ,    a2z G ZiG)

where ZiG) = (ßi, ß2) (i.e. ßi and ß2 generate ZiG)).

(This family is the family $6 in P. Hall [4].)

To determine the remaining relations, write «¡s = fja*, a*3 = l3*a¿*, where

ai* = aAaAßx (mod Z), a2* m aAaAß" (mod Z)

and so ß* = /3A (mod Z), where A = xiy2 — x2yi fá 0 (modp). Alsoßi* = [3Al, ß2* =

(îAy. Now

Pi Pi — «i

=  («i   a2   )

Zx,      3x2o — xi2x2/D xiZ22
= ai    a2    ßi ß2        .

Equating indices of ßi, ß2 we have

A0xia%i + yia*2) = x&u + x2au — x2x2,

A(a:2aîi + y2a*2) = Xiax2 + x2a22 + Xix2.

Similarly,
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A(xiafi + yxat2) = yian + y2a2i — y2y2,

A0x2ati + y2at2) = yiau + y2a22 + y.y2.

Writing

A = (ai, a2),    A* = (ax*, a2*) ,   X = (x, y)

we have

AXA* = AX + {-X*XA    -Vty)
\ Xix2 yiy2   I

i.e.,

(6) A* = AiX-iAX + X') ■•■

is the required equivalence relation, where

x' _  J-xiX2ixiy2 + x2yi) y2y2

V        —x2x2 yivAxiyi + x2yL)

Here A ranges over all 2 X 2 matrices over GFiZ) and X over all 2 X 2 non-

singular matrices over GFiZ). The computer is now used to find the equivalence

classes of the matrices A under the equivalence relation (6), and it prints the follow-

ing equivalence class representatives :

Í0   0\      (l    0\      Í0   0\      (l    (A      (O    l\      (O   2\      (O    l\
\0   0/ '    VO   0/ '    Vl    1/ '    \0   1/ '    \1   0/ '    \1   0/ '    \o   o/ •

Thus there are seven isomorphism classes of groups of order 36 in this family and

we may suppose the remaining relations are

ai3 = 1, ßu ß2, ßi, ß2, ß2, 1 .

a2   = 1, 1, ß2, ß2, ßi, ßA ßi ■

5. Discussion. Using similar methods for each isoclinism class, the groups of

order p5 (p > 2), as given by Schreier [6], were checked and the nonisomorphic

groups of order p6 (p > 2) found for 42 of the 43 isoclinism classes for p6. For the

remaining class the nonisomorphic groups have been found by the computer for

the primes up to and including 23. The number of groups in this class for general p

was derived using the computer results for the early primes as a guide.

The number of nonabelian groups of order 36 is 481, and the number of order

p6 (p > 3) is given by the following expression :

\ {13p2 + 133p+ 1346 + 80(p-l,3) + 45(p-l,4) + 8(p-l,5) -f- 8(p-l,6)},

where 01, m) denotes the greatest common divisor of I and m. The details of these

results may be found in [5].
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